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Reviewing
When an Editor assigns a submission to a Reviewer, the Reviewer will get an email that he has
a pending submission and in the Reviewer section of the User Home, the article will show as
Active.

Accept or Reject Reviewing Assignment
Click Active link and to proceed select the submission by clicking on the title of the submission,
as indicated below.

In the Review page, the Reviewer will have some details about the submission to be reviewed

And the scheduled date for the completion of the reviewing

The Reviewer must now decide to either accept or decline the review task by selecting either
one of the links “Will do the review”, or “unable to do the review”
Irrespective of the decision, this will lead to prepared email (editable) which will be sent to the
Editor.

Reviewing of Article and Feedback Submission to Editor
Once the review task has been accepted the Reviewer can now download the article for review,
by clicking the link highlighted.

Downloading article
The article has to be downloaded, and reviewed using a word processor. The Reviewer can add
comments or amend the article altogether, and save it to be sent back to the Editor.

Compiling comment to Authors and Editors
The Reviewer also has the ability to send direct comments to both the Editor and Author
(through the Editor) or just the Editor, by clicking the Review callout icon as indicated above.

Once the user clicks the Review callout icon, a pop-up window will open, as shown below. In
this window the Reviewer can include comments for the Editor and Author. Click Save

Uploading reviewed document and other relevant files
The Reviewer can upload other files that may be deemed relevant for Editor or Author to
consult and also reupload reviewed article with comments.

Further recommendations
Once the review is finalised, the last step is to enter a recommendation using the dropdown
menu.

Then the Reviewer has to click Submit Review to Editor

This will lead to a prepared email (editable) to the Editor, making the necessary
recommendations

Once the selected recommendations and the email have been sent to the Editor and Author,
the article has now gone through Round 1 of the reviewing stage. The article in the Submission
in Review page will be updated and the colour changed according to status of the submitted
article i.e. the reviewers have returned their comments.

In the Review page, the submission shows that Reviewer A has reviewed the submission and
has recommended that Revisions are Required

